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Summary

Symptom
 After making joins in a Analytic view or Attribute View , activating  the
model results in error.

Other terms
Error during activation of Attribute View, Analytic View, Joins,
Datafoundation join, logical join, cardinality.

Reason and Prerequisites
Wrong join sequence.

Solution
Please refer to below explanation regarding the joins in Attribute View,
Analytic View.

Limitations for star schema modeling
Currently the cardinality and the so called central table plays a central
role for the star schema modeling and thus for attribute views and analytic
view, which are the building blocks of our star schemas (aka OLAP views).

Currently the following rules do apply.

1. The central table of an analytic view is the table the measures point
to. This is also called the fact table. There can only be one fact table in
the data foundation of an analytic view. I.e. all measures must point to
the same table.

2.The central table of an attribute view is the table the key attribute(s)
point(s) to. All key attributes have to point to the same table in the data
foundation of an attribute view (in case there is more than one key
attribute).

3. If the logical join from an analytic view to an attribute view is a
multi column join, all join conditions (lines) must point to the same
physical table of the attribute view (this does not necessarily need to be
the central table of the attribute view, although in the majority of the
use cases it will be that table)

4. The cardinality can be 1:1, 1:n, n:1 n:m. Cardinality 1:n or n:m might
lead to unexpected multiplication of fact table rows (a warning during
deployment is shown in that case)

5.A join path is the set of joins and tables that links the fact table to
an attribute / table. A table must not appear twice in any join path
Please refer to attached document "Join_issues_in_HANA_Modeler.pdf"
explaining which use cases are allowed and which are not.
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